
S l eep+
Before embarking of the journal to buy blue light blocking 
glasses for after dark use its imperative to know what 
the academic literature says we need to be blocking. 
Most studies only test blue light’s effect on suppression 
melatonin and disrupting sleep (1,2,3). But In 2001 a vital 
study was released entitled "Action Spectrum for 
Melatonin Regulation in Humans: Evidence for a Novel 
Circadian Photoreceptor"(4) 
 
Key takeaways from the study: 
 
• 446–477nm was identified as having the strongest 
effect on melatonin suppression. You need to make sure 
100% from 446-477nm is blocked after dark 
 
• Polychromatic action spectra were reasonably 
consistent in indicating that the spectral region between 
450 and 550nm provides the strongest stimulation of 
circadian and neuroendocrine responses. What this 
means is the wavelengths of light between 400-550nm 
should be completely blocked for optimal melatonin 
secretion after dark. 
 
• Past studies have shown that the peak wavelength 
sensitivity was 555nm (Rodieck, 1998) (5). Previous data 
(Brainard et al, 2001) (6) and those presented in the 2001 
study (4) do not support this hypothesis. The results 
clearly demonstrate that 555nm is significantly weaker in 
suppressing melatonin. This is a great study for 
determining the optimal range of artificial light to block 
after dark and the study results and graph clearly 
suggests that the major disruption zone for melatonin is 
between 400-550nm with a peak between 446-477nm. 
It is clear we must block 100% blue and green light from 
400-550nm to have optimal melatonin secretion after 
dark. Almost every blue light blocking pair of glasses on 
the market does not do this. A cross section of test 
results from a spectrometer have been released that 
show just this (7). 



Why BLUblox Sleep+?
 
Spectrum tests show our Sleep+ lenses block 100% of blue and green light from 400-550nm in line 
with exact science (see next page). 
 
We are the only company who offer blue light filtering lenses backed by science. No substitute is 
made that will sacrifice optimal for cost. We have produced the most efficient and effective blue 
light filtering lenses on the market. 
    
We are the only company to offer the full range of lens technologies. We do not bash each lens 
colour as they all have a place in our digitalised world. 
    
Our team are all well versed in the science, having researched light and health for years. Rest 
assured we place optimal health before profit and will only stock the best blue light filtering 
technology available. 
    
Our lenses are manufactured and fitted in Australian labs, not overseas. This ensures a higher level 
of quality in each pair as opposed to mass produced, cheaper options available which often fail 
quality control tests. 
    
Our team constantly monitor the latest fashion trends and launch new lines of frames every 6-12 
months. At BLUblox our team make sure you have the latest on trend styles available, so you 
remain as cool as last season. 
    
We want to cater for everyone, therefore we have a custom-made prescription service available. 
Whatever your prescription script we can make them into computer glasses, mood booster glasses 
or Sleep+ glasses in fast time. 
    
From our humble beginnings to our now global presence we have retained our personal approach 
to each customer. Whether you have questions on blue light, health or our products our friendly 
team are always on hand to chat. 
    
We make exchanges and returns so easy even your gran could do it! We understand it is sometimes 
hard to pick the right style, so we are happy to exchange your glasses or accept them as a return 
should you change your mind. 
    
We cater for the whole family. From kids to adults our collection has something for everyone. 
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B luL i t e

Blue light in the 415 nm and 455 nm range has 
been shown to cause oxidative stress in the 
eyes and damage them (1,2,3) 
To reduce the damage that blue light is having 
on your retina its important to block most of the 
blue light in the range. 
Computers, Laptops, Smart Phones and lighting 
all run of LED or Fluorescent bulbs which spike 
in this range. 
 
During the day balanced blue light with red light 
and IR/UV light is good for us. In LEDs it is 
unbalanced with oxidative stress inducing blue 
being the prominent colour. 
 
As you can see from a spectrum test showing 
LED lights vs Sunlight 
(insert spectrum results for LED lights and 
sunlight) 
Many of us now work in offices with minimal 
exposure to sunlight. Sunlight is optimal, but we 
need to biohack our environment for people who 
must work under artificial light. Therefore, we 
must reduce blue in the 415-455 range. 
Our BluLite lenses are best worn in a well 
naturally lit office space whilst working on a 
computer, laptop or using your smart phone. 



Why BLUblox BluLite?

• Our clear lenses filter blue in the 415-455 range leaving only small amounts of blue needed for 
optimal performance 
 
• We are the only company who offer blue light filtering lenses backed by science. No substitute is 
made that will sacrifice optimal for cost. We have produced the most efficient and effective blue 
light filtering lenses on the market. 
 
• Clear lenses offer a great alternative to yellow lenses and are more appropriate in the work place. 
Some companies won’t allow yellow lenses in their work environments. 
• Our team are all well versed in the science, having researched light and health for years. Rest 
assured we place optimal health before profit and will only stock the best blue light filtering 
technology available.   
 
• Our lenses are manufactured and fitted in Australian labs, not overseas. This ensures a higher 
level of quality in each pair as opposed to mass produced, cheaper options available which often 
fail quality control tests. 
 
• Our team constantly monitor the latest fashion trends and launch new lines of frames every 6-12 
months. At BLUblox our team make sure you have the latest on trend styles available, so you 
remain as cool as last season. 
 
• We want to cater for everyone, therefore we have a custom-made prescription service available. 
Whatever your prescription script we can make them into computer glasses, mood booster glasses 
or Sleep+ glasses in fast time. 
 
• From our humble beginnings to our now global presence we have retained our personal approach 
to each customer. Whether you have questions on blue light, health or our products our friendly 
team are always on hand to chat. 
 
• We make exchanges and returns so easy even your gran could do it! We understand it is 
sometimes hard to pick the right style, so we are happy to exchange your glasses or accept them 
as a return should you change your mind.  
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SummerG lo

Blue light in the 415 nm and 455 nm 
range has been shown to cause oxidative 
stress in the eyes and damage them 
(1,2,3) 
To reduce the damage that blue light is 
having on your retina its important to 
block most of the blue light in the range. 
Computers, Laptops, Smart Phones and 
lighting all run of LED or Fluorescent 
bulbs which spike in this range. 
 
During the day balanced blue light with 
red light and IR/UV light is good for us. In 
LEDs it is unbalanced with oxidative 
stress inducing blue being the prominent 
colour. 
 
As you can see from a spectrum test 
showing LED lights vs Sunlight 
(insert spectrum results for LED lights 
and sunlight) 
Many of us now work in offices with 
minimal exposure to sunlight. Sunlight is 
optimal but we need to biohack our 
environment for people who have to work 
under artificial light. Therefore we must 
reduce or block most blue in the 415-455 
range. 



Why BLUblox SummerGlo?

• Our yellow lenses block blue in the 415-455 range leaving only small amounts of blue needed for 
optimal performance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• We are the only company who offer blue light filtering lenses backed by science. No substitute is 
made that will sacrifice optimal for cost. We have produced the most efficient and effective blue 
light filtering lenses on the market. 
 
• Our team are all well versed in the science, having researched light and health for years. Rest 
assured we place optimal health before profit and will only stock the best blue light filtering 
technology available.   
 
• Our lenses are manufactured and fitted in Australian labs, not overseas. This ensures a higher 
level of quality in each pair as opposed to mass produced, cheaper options available which often 
fail quality control tests. 
 
• Our team constantly monitor the latest fashion trends and launch new lines of frames every 6-12 
months. At BLUblox our team make sure you have the latest on trend styles available, so you 
remain as cool as last season. 
 
• We want to cater for everyone, therefore we have a custom-made prescription service available. 
Whatever your prescription script we can make them into computer glasses, mood booster glasses 
or Sleep+ glasses in fast time. 
 
• From our humble beginnings to our now global presence we have retained our personal approach 
to each customer. Whether you have questions on blue light, health or our products our friendly 
team are always on hand to chat. 
 
• We make exchanges and returns so easy even your gran could do it! We understand it is 
sometimes hard to pick the right style, so we are happy to exchange your glasses or accept them 
as a return should you change your mind.  
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